Archive_Documentation: Configuration and Enhancement of SAP Master Data Governance

This page provides links to domain-specific information on how to add fields or capabilities to your solution, reconfigure your solution, or integrate your solution within your software landscape. The documents are typically enriched with screenshots, instructions, and - where necessary - sample code. The documents cover different releases from EhP 5 to the latest MDG release. Their exact validity is mentioned for the individual document.

Disclaimer

SAP Code or application samples and tutorials are NOT FOR PRODUCTIVE USE. You may not demonstrate, test, examine, evaluate or otherwise use them in a live operating environment or with data that has not been sufficiently backed up. You may not rent, lease, lend, or resell SAP code or application samples and tutorials.

Choose the area you want to work with:

Application Framework including Custom Objects
Financial Data
Material Data
Customer/Supplier/Business Partner Data
SAP MDG, Enterprise Asset Management Extension by Utopia
SAP MDG, Retail and Fashion Management Extension by Utopia
Integration Scenarios
Consolidation and Mass Processing with SAP Master Data Governance
Miscellaneous